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Arguably, there may be no other ‘car topic’ more frequently debated among enthusiasts that 
motor oil.  In this short FAQ, we hope to present facts, consensus findings and opinion, as 
gleaned from manufacturers and public sources, individuals, posters, industry reps, and 
finally from the authors.  We strive to make clear the differences between these three 
‘categories’. 
  
Historically there are two oils ‘officially recommended by BMW’ depending on your model 
year and month of production and location.  It appears that BMW may have modified these 
recommendations over time, as will be discussed below. 
 
Official recommendations: 
 

USA Outside USA Oil 
Up to 3/2000 Post 3/2000 All 

BMW 5W30 High 
Performance Synthetic 

No Recommended No  

BMW Motorsport TWS 
10W60 Synthetic (Previously 
provided under the name 
designation Castrol Formula 
RS SAE 10W-60) 

Recommended Acceptable Yes 

 
Note that both these oils are made by Castrol specifically for BMW.  The 5W30 oil is NOT 
the same as the US Castrol 5W30.  (It appears to be the same as the “German Castrol 5W30” 
that is discussed on some websites.) 
 
From European enthusiast websites, there are reports that from 3/00 on BMW Europe 
recommends Castrol SLX (0w30, i.e. likely our Syntec "German castrol") or Castrol RS 
0w40.  For 2/00 s62 and earlier engines the recommendation is TWS10W60. 
 
Initial production of the S62 engine utilized a piston ring design which, although ‘race bred’ 
for high performance, also had a propensity for very high oil use.  While not every engine 
used excessive oil, many did, leading BMW to introduce a new ring design in 3/2000.  The 
recommendation to allow the use of BMW 5W30 in the USA coincides with this new ring 



 

 

design (and also appears to coincide with BMW paying for maintenance in the US- which, 
given that the BMW 5W30 is a LL01 rating makes the change interval a long 15,000 miles). 
 
There have been several TSBs (Technical Service Bulletins) issued by BMW concerning oils 
and recommendations.  Over time, the original TSB has been re-issued, with ‘clarifications’.  
These clarifications along with misinterpretation by service advisors, owners and mechanics 
have confused the issue.  The last (final) bulletin is discussed below. 
 
Service Information Bulletin 11 08 98, last revision Oct. 2001, excerpt follows: 
 
M5 and Z8 Oil Recommendation 
M5 (S62 engine) produced up to 3/00: 
-- The M5 up to 3/00 production requires a specially formulated synthetic engine oil - 
Castrol Formula RS SAE 10W-60 or Castrol TWS Motorsport SAE 10W-60 and is the only 
approved oil for this engine. 
-- Castrol Formula RS SAE 10W-60 Synthetic Oil or Castrol TWS Motorsport SAE 10W-
60 Synthetic Oil must be used on M5 models produced up to 3/00 whenever a service is 
necessary to avoid engine damage and is available under BMW part number 07 51 0 009 
420 (1 liter bottle). 
Notes: For logistical reasons Castrol Formula SAE RS 10W-60 Synthetic Oil has been 
renamed and is now called Castrol TWS Motorsport SAE 10W-60 Synthetic Oil. Since the 
formulation has remained the same it is sold under the same BMW part number 07 51 0 
009 420. 
Only if a customer needs to top up oil between oil changes and Castrol Formula RS 10W-
60 Synthetic Oil or Castrol TWS Motorsport SAE 10W-60 Synthetic Oil is not available is 
it permissible to use synthetic engine oils with a lower viscosity which conform to the API 
classification SH or higher. 
However engine oil consumption will increase when Castrol Formula RS 10W-60 
Synthetic Oil or Castrol TWS Motorsport SAE 10W-60 Synthetic is diluted (topped up with 
other low viscosity synthetic engine oils). 
M5 (S62 engine) produced from 3/00 and all Z8: 
-- The S62 engine incorporates redesigned piston rings from 3/00 which permit the use of 
BMW High Performance Synthetic Engine Oil SAE 5W-30. 
-- The recommended engine oil for all Z8 vehicles and M5 vehicles (produced from 3/00) is 
BMW High Performance Synthetic Engine Oil SAE 5W-30. 
Note: Refer to Service Information bulletin 11 04 00 for S62 engine oil level checking 
procedure. 

 
Also note that “CASTROL TWS MOTORSPORT SAE 10W-60” has replaced the older 
“CASTROL FORMULA RS SAE 10W-60”.  (Note also that “RS” has been said to mean 
“Race Syntec” and “TWS” is “Ten W Sixty”… disappointingly un-imaginative.) 
 
Owners manuals and under hood stickers follow the above recommendations.  HOWEVER, 
stickers can me changed, so be warned.   While the owners manual allows use of alternative 
oils, to “top off if BMW oil is not available”, it does not endorse non BMW oils- Mobil 1, 
etc.  IT IS NOT CLEAR IF NON-US CARS HAVE STICKERS. 



 

 

 
 
Other “recommendations”: 
 
As time has passed, various BMW communications have seemed to indicate a broadening of 
choices for oil.  The table below describes these recommendations- 
Oil Use Source of Recommendation 
????BMW Approved LL01 
oils which are 0w-30, 0w-
40, 5w-30 or 5w-40 

Post 2/2000 BMW GB Technical 
Bulletin GB-11-001-04 
issued 03/11/2004  
VERACITY UNKNOWN- 
NOT VERIFIED BY 
BMWAG or BMWWNA 

“Any” 5W30 (BMW, 
Castrol, Mobil 1) 

Post 3/2000 BMWNA Customer Service 
– verbal and email guidance 

Castrol SLX 0w30 or 
Castrol RS 0w40r 

Post 3/2000 BMWM3.UK 

  Other Websites? 
 
Will using the wrong oil ‘void’ my warranty? 
In the US (and it is assumed in other countries, but NOT ALL) a manufacturer may not 
broadly “void” a warranty based on your use of other products, or add-on modifications 
(“mods”).  The legal basis for this in the US is the Moss-Magnussen Act.   While this 
statement is true, one must be quite cautious when ignoring a manufacturer’s advice, for 
these reasons: 

1. While use of a non-mfg recommended product or service or modification cannot void 
the warranty, IF THIS ACTION CAUSES THE CAR TO SUFFER A FAILURE, the 
warranty does not have to cover the failure.  Note that the warranty is not “void” it 
just doesn’t cover a failure caused by a ‘mod’. 

2. The manufacturer holds the gold.  They have the expertise, they have the data, and 
they have the mechanics.  While you may be correct - that your ‘mod’ did not cause 
the failure- ultimately your ONLY recourse, other that appeals to the warranty 
review, is to file a lawsuit. 

 
So, you want to try something else anyway?  Here are prudent recommendations: 

1. Carefully document the technical aspects of your oil choice.  Viscosities, etc 
should match or exceed BMW specs. 

2. Used Oil Analyses taken at regular intervals should be saved to show what both 
the ‘recommended oil’ and the non-recommended oil are performing.  Internal 
wear, shear break-down of the oil, maintenance of its lubricating properties, etc 
can be documented via UOAs at every oil change.  Should a problem occur and 
they claim it was oil related, the UOAs may prove to them it was not due to oil 
failure. 

 
 



 

 

Oil Change Intervals: 
General consensus is that a 5k to 7500 mile interval is appropriate.  Longer intervals, 
when backed up my a history of UOA can me justified.  BMW’s intervals, based on 
the dashboard service indicator are too long, in the opinion of these authors. 
 

Now some discussions on oils. 
 
There are some great references on oil- as you might imagine this is a hugely complex topic, 
and no easy answers will apply to all cars, all drivers, or all climates.  There have been many, 
many posts here at M5board on oils – indeed this FAQ arose out of several years of those 
threads.  Unfortunately, our current understanding of oil recommendations and requirements 
in the S62 engine have evolved over time (as has BMWs recommendations) so reading old 
posts can be confusing, to say the least. 
 
A few comments on information sources:  Be exceedingly careful with information posted by 
the manufacturer or marketer as it impacts recommendations- they are trying to sell oil.  
Better to rely on the opinions of many that seem to be well supported.  An exceptional site 
for all oil topics is www.bobistheoilguy.com.  Solid info for the most part- and well policed 
and moderated. 
 
Also be aware that the science of tribology (friction) is as complex and as technical as any 
other scientific endeavor- as with so many technical fields, the more one scratches the 
surface (pun intended) the more one become aware of their insufficient knowledge.  Indeed, 
much specific knowledge on oil formulation, compositions, reactions with specific additives, 
etc, etc is unpublished and unaccessible to ‘civilians’. 
 
Oil ratings- 
There are several standards for oil performance that have been agreed upon by 
manufacturers.  While it IS somewhat expensive to test to these standards, they are the only 
true consensus we can rely upon.  I would strongly caution against believing the argument of 
“we are a small company and the big guys manipulate the standards to keep us out” that 
some manufacturers use to defend their (uncertified) products.  No matter how much hype, 
you last line of defense is standards and certifications.  However, if replacing a $20,000 
engine is of no financial consequence to you, feel free to experiment. 
 
So, there are standards for viscosity- multi viscosity oils have two numbers- one is the 
viscosity of the oil at a temperature of 40C and the second is the viscosity at 100C.  This is 
designed to represent a starting temp and a running temp.  While engines do not typically 
operate at exactly these temperatures, these number allow one to gauge the ability of an oil to 
accommodate temperature swings and their viscosities across these ranges. 
 
There are standards for stability and cleaning capability- The spec for the S62 is “API SH or 
higher”… See 
http://www.acea.be/ASB20/axidownloads20s.nsf/Category0ACEA/A3164D2EBB7E1840C1
25708C004EE21F/$File/ACEA2004_rev%20Sep05.pdf 



 

 

  

 
 
There are standards for base materials (Group I, II, III, IV) and  synthetic versus ‘mineral oil” 
(ie oil from the ground).  As was quite a popular topic , even “synthetic” oils may not be 
totally ‘man-made’ but might be ‘synthetically modified mineral oils’.  (In the late 1990s, 
Castrol started selling an oil made from Group III base oil and called it SynTec Full 
Synthetic. Mobil sued Castrol, asserting that this oil was not synthetic, but simply a highly 
refined petroleum oil, and therefore it was false advertising to call it synthetic. In 1999, 
Mobil lost their lawsuit. It was decided that the word "synthetic" was a marketing term and 
referred to properties, not to production methods or ingredients. By using a blend of mostly 
Group III oils and a smaller amount of "true" synthetics, the oil companies can produce a 
product that has nearly the same properties as the "true" synthetics, and nearly the same cost 
as the Group III oil.  Most experts do not believe the process used to achieve the end result is 
material to the performance of the product in most applications.) 
 
Finally, there are standards on how well the oil will maintain it’s base properties- so called 
“long life” ratings.  (BMW has two standards, released in 1998 and 2001, noted LL01 and 
LL98)  These ratings are of primary concern where long oil change intervals are desired 
(NOT recommended by this author) such as the “free” maintenance provided by BMW in 
some markets.  (Lights on the dash.) 
 
What are the specifications for the BMW recommended oil? 
 

Spec 
BMW 
5W30 

TWS 
10W60 

ACEA rating A3 A3 
BMW Long Life 
Rating LL01 NO 
Viscosity at 100C 11.9 24 
Viscosity at 40C 68.1 163 
HTHS 3.6 5.8 
Base Oil 
Formualtion 

Group 
IV 

Group 
IV/V 

 
 
How do I check my oil level? 
 
BMW has a specific procedure listed in a TSB as well as in the owners manual.  It is 
excerpted below: 

1. Warm engine to operating temperature 
2. Park on level surface 
3. Idle for one minute 
4. Turn off.  Wait One minute 
5. Remove dipstick, wipe, reinsert, remove and observe 



 

 

 
The distance between the upper (full) and lower mark is one liter (1.1 USqt). 
 
Slight overfill is not, generally, a problem. 
 
What about additives? 
 
BMW recommends no additives.  Virtually all modern oils are heavily modified with various 
additive packages.  Most additives are hype, some owners have used some with good results 
(results backed by used oil analyses) but cannot recommend any based on only anecdotal 
evidence. 
 
What is this UOA (Used Oil Analysis)? 
 
A small oil sample is taken from the used oil (either directly from the draining oil stream or 
suctioned from the sump).  Laboratory analysis provides data on the state of the oil (residual 
viscosity, contamination,) as well as the level of wear products in the oil (iron, bronze, lead, 
aluminum, etc).  Expert interpretation can diagnose a multitude of issues, from engine wear 
to recommended oil change intervals.  See www.blackstonelabs.com 
http://www.m5board.com/vbulletin/showthread.php?t=54602 
 
Does operating temperature impact the viscosity I should use?  Yes, but BMW has already 
taken these factors into consideration.  In general, the viscosity of the oil at 100C will be a 
measure of the ‘protection’ to rotating parts in the engine.  Keep in mind that higher 
viscosities will not always be better- if a 5W30 is adequate to never allow wear, a 10W60 
will not reduce wear.  Consensus is that extreme driving might call for higher viscosity 40, 
50, 60….  It is also instructive to know that BMWs 5W30 has a viscosity much closer to a 40 
weight oil.  For emphasis, we will repeat:  the BMW 5w30 oil is MUCH higher viscosity that 
ANY other 5W30 US market oil.  It is closer to a 5W40 oil in weight. 
 
Does starting temperature impact the viscosity I use?  Absolutely.  At lower starting temps 
oil can put very high stresses on parts AND can lubricate poorly if too thick.  This is 
especially an issue in cold (sub freezing) climates.  
 
Changing the oil: 
 
Changing the oil on the M5 is very, very easy.  The oil filter is accessible from on top of the 
engine, and the drain is under the center of the engine behind a simple access flap in the 
aerodynamic underpan. 
 
A 15 minute job, including cocktails.  See:  www.m5board.com 
 
TBD: 
 
Do’s and Don’ts 
 
Links for further readings 


